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Overview, current state of ELAN 

•  ELAN main window 



Overview, current state of ELAN 

•  Multi-tier, multi-speaker, time-linked 
annotation of audio and video recordings 

•  Available for Windows, Mac OS and Linux 
•  Open source, (mainly) written in the Java 

programming language 
•  Current version 4.5.1 
•  http://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/ 



Outline 

•  General overview, current state of ELAN 
•  Working modes - Transcription mode 
•  Multiple file editing 
•  Tier based operations 
•  Interoperability 

–  Toolbox and Praat interoperability 
–  FLEx interoperability 

•  Interlinearization mode - Lexan - Suggestion modules  
towards (semi-)automatic annotation 
–  analyzers/recognizers - “annotyzers” 
–  web services 



Working modes 

•  Different working modes (“perspectives”) for 
different tasks 

•  Current available working modes 
–  Annotation mode  
–  Synchronization mode 
–  Segmentation mode 
–  Transcription mode 
–  Interlinearization mode 



Segmentation mode 

•  Creation of segments while the media is playing 
•  Switching between tiers while playing 



Transcription mode 

•  Optimized for listening (or watching!) and 
typing text 

•  Based on the workflow of segment first, label 
later 

•  Keyboard oriented 
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Transcription mode 

•  Configuration of the table based on tier types 
•  Hiding/disabling of individual tiers 
•  Cross-column or within-column traversal 
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Transcription mode 

•  Configuration of the table based on tier types 
•  Hiding/disabling of individual tiers 
•  Cross-column or within-column traversal 



Multiple file processing 

•  Creation of eaf files for a series of recordings 
•  Changing tier and type properties 
•  Tier-based operations; overlaps, subtraction, 

merging of annotations 
•  Find and Replace 
•  Import 
–  Toolbox, Praat 

•  Export 
–  Toolbox, Praat, Tab-delimited, Statistics, Wordlist ... 



Tier-based operations 

•  Creation of tiers with annotations resulting 
from applying logic to existing annotations 
–  Annotations from overlaps 
–  Annotations by subtracting, XOR logic 
–  Annotations by merging 
–  Annotatios from gaps 



Interoperability 

•  Toolbox (import and export) 

–  remains problematic (easy to break) 
–  but, stabilized somehow 

•  Praat (import and export) 

–  TextGrid files with Interval and Point tiers 
–  short notation files now supported 
–  ELAN doesn’t support single point annotations yet 

•  Transcriber (import only) 

–  support for the new file format (.tag) to be added 



Interoperability 

•  FLEx import 
–  introduced in ELAN version 3.8.0 (Aug 2009) 
–  time and speaker information not available, 

problem with retaining time alignment 

–  Upcoming changes in import function 
•  support for attributes begin-time-offset, end-time-offset 

and speaker 
•  multiple top level tiers for multiple speakers 
•  removed morph element as possible time-alignable level 
•  retain punctuation information (by linking to an ISOcat data 

category), language to font mapping 



Interoperability 

•  FLEx import 
–  element to tier name mapping convention: 

speaker_<major_element>-<item_type>-<item_lang> 
 
e.g. A_phrase-txt-en 

<phrase begin-time-offset="2000" end-time-offset="4000" speaker="BBB”> 
    <item lang="en" type="segnum">2</item> 
    <item lang="en" type="gls">There he has many trees.</item> 
        <words> 
            <word> 
                <item lang="seh" type="txt">Mwenemo</item> 
                    <morphemes> 
                        <morph type="stem"> 
                            <item lang="seh" type="txt">mwenemo</item> 



Interoperability 

•  FLEx import 
–  optional import of  

•  interlinear-text element 
•  paragraph element 

–  morph no longer time- 
alignable 

–  word time-alignment  
will be lost on export 

–  linguistic types for 
•  basic elements (phrase,  

word, morph, paragraph) 
•  basic element + item type 
•  basic element + item type + language 



Interoperability 

•  FLEx import 
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•  FLEx import 



Interoperability 

•  FLEx export 
–  export to .flextext format 
–  (currently) assumes a certain tier naming convention 

(as produced by the import function) 
–  includes time and speaker information 
–  retains FLEx id’s (guid’s) where possible 
–  aims at minimal loss round-trip 
–  to do: provide means for  

specifying tier(type)-to-element 
mapping 



A/V recognizers, web services  

•  Plug in mechanism for audio and video recognizer 
components (-> AVATeCH) 

•  Metadata in CMDI 
•  Recognizers apply algorithms to produce 

annotations 

•  Some available as a web service 
•  Call web services from ELAN 

–  WebLicht (in progress) 
–  WebMAUS 
–  TypeCraft 



Interlinearization mode 

•  In preparation 
•  Text oriented, for (morphological) parsing, 

glossing, tagging 

•  Interface to connect with modules for  
(semi-automatic) processing of text - Lexan  
suggestion modules:  

analyzers - recognizers - annotyzers 
•  Extensible, API for suggestion modules 


